Park Brow
Morgan Sindall | Kirby

A colourful and contemporary new school, built by Morgan
Sindall, provides a state-of-the-art educational environment
for pupils of the former Park Brow and Cherryfield primary
schools in Kirby.
With its brightly-coloured exterior and modern, open learning
spaces, the new Park Brow Primary School is one the community
can be proud of and TBS Fabrications were thrilled to be involved
in the £6.1 million project; manufacturing and installing stylish
new washrooms throughout.
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One the community
can be proud of
Park Brow’s infant washrooms were fitted-out with low-level vanity
units and cubicles from TBS’ Tots 2 Teens range for children; the
perfect specification for nursery and primary school projects.
Featuring shaped doors and partitions, Tots 2 Teens cubicles
guarantee to meet the safety and supervision requirements
needed for young children, and the vibrant orange colour scheme
chosen for Park Brow results in a creative and inviting washroom
environment that the younger children will be happy to use.
Floor-to-ceiling Spectra cubicles were installed within the unisex
washroom areas in order to ensure maximum levels of privacy for
the school’s junior pupils. Featuring special height doors and over
panels with floor-to-ceiling pilasters and partitions, bespoke Spectra
cubicles with co-ordinating duct panelling and vanity units proved
the perfect specification.
Manufactured from a high pressure laminate (HPL) finish with
a durable 2mm thick PVC edging, Spectra cubicles guarantee a
stylish, practical and robust washroom solution for educational
applications.
TBS also installed solid surface wash troughs for Park Brow
Primary School, combining contemporary solid surface troughs
with HPL under panels. Available in a wide range of colours, solid
surface wash troughs offer a stylish, easily-maintained, and more
aesthetically pleasing alternative to stainless steel troughs or
traditional wash basins, and are tailor-made to suit site dimensions
or individual requirements.
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